Good afternoon, my colleague, Hae Min Park and I are excited to be with you
all today to share how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the Integrated
Pest Management Program at the Worcester Art Museum. Hae Min is the
Andrew W. Mellon Fellow in Paintings and an IPM Team Member. I am the
Paper Conservator and current IPM Coordinator for Collections. Thank you so
much to Rachael and Matt for organizing us all and giving us the opportunity
to gather and share information.

For folks who may be unfamiliar with the Worcester Art Museum, it is located
in Worcester, in the center of Massachusetts, and opened to the public in
1898. It is a mid-sized museum with about 68 full-time and 58 part-time staff
and is about 152,000 square feet in size. Not unlike many museums, its facility
has been expanded multiple times, and each expansion has its strengths and
challenges from a building envelope perspective. In this image you can see
the museum’s main entrance and facade from 1933. Its collection is
comprised of approximately 38,000 objects and is nearly encyclopedic in
breadth.

At WAM, the IPM program currently is co-managed by Conservation,
Registration, and Facilities with assistance from Protective Services.
Conservation and Registration oversee areas of the museum with collection
material, including galleries, storage, conservation labs, and the library, and
Facilities oversees all other areas of the museum, including the kitchen, cafe,
offices, classrooms, and the museum grounds. Within Conservation and
Registration, an IPM Coordinator for Collections, who is a Conservator or
Registrar is appointed by the Chief Conservator and Director of Museum
Services and works with 1-2 team members. Within Facilities, the Facility
Manager works with a pest management contractor. Collectively, we each
monitor traps monthly. Protective Services also is extremely dedicated to the
care of the museum, and monitors for pests during their security rounds. All
members of conservation, registration, and facilities come together either at
periodic Collections Care meetings to discuss IPM, among other topics, or the
IPM Team meets independently for more focused conversations as needed.

The IPM Team for Collections monitors 49 glue traps in areas of the museum
with collection material monthly, examines each trap through a
stereomicroscope, and records the data in our Excel database, which
facilitates generating quarterly and annual reports. We identify and record both
museum and non-museum pests.

In the early months of the pandemic from March to June 2020, limited staff
were permitted at the museum. During this time, our Protective Services and
Facilities staff were primarily on site protecting the museum and the collection
and performing enhanced cleaning of the facility. To ensure continuity of the
IPM program, we collaborated to a greater degree than usual with Protective
Services to develop a hybrid monitoring program in which Protective Services
checked the traps, took pictures of them on a cell phone, and replaced the
traps with new ones following floor maps of the museum with trap locations.
They then uploaded the images to a shared drive so Hae Min, our former preprogram intern, Elle Friedberg, and I, who were all remote, could check them
and record the data in our Excel database, which we transferred temporarily to
Google Sheets to facilitate working remotely.

There were several features that worked well with this temporary protocol: it
was user friendly for Protective Services to take images of the traps on a cell
phone, the images were clear enough that we were able to identify the
majority of the pests on them by zooming into the images, and Hae Min, Elle,
and I were able to share the work of recording the data remotely through the
Google Sheets database. The most problematic feature was the lack of clarity
in some of the images, which prevented us from being able to confidently
identify all pests on traps.

Beginning in June 2020, the museum established safety protocols so essential
staff could return to the museum on a limited basis, which has continued to the
present. Since this time, Hae Min and I have been able to resume monthly
rounds of checking traps in collections based areas, recording data in our
Excel database, and meeting remotely with the museum’s Facility Manager to
share information and discuss strategies.

We’d now like to share some key features of our database and take a closer
look at the information collected during the early months of the pandemic to
gain a preliminary sense of its impact.
As Eliza mentioned, we developed a database on Excel to record our pest
data and to monitor trends over time in a budget-friendly way. We then used a
web-based alternative from April to May to facilitate remote recording of data,
and reverted back to Excel in June when we were able to be back at the
museum. The top image is a screenshot of the database in Excel; the bottom
is in Google Sheets.

As you can see, our database is organized by 12 fields across the columns
with individual pest sightings logged in the rows. We have a dropdown list for
each of the fields so that the database is user-friendly and we can record the
terms consistently. This system also allows information to be filtered and
refined by any categories in multiple fields.

We also keep a separate worksheet of tables that are prefilled with formulas.
These generate data (monthly, quarterly, and yearly counts) such as the [total
pest counts per insect type per location per month]. The tables are linked to
the database, so they are updated automatically with every new pest entry.
----ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Sumif formula instructs Excel to take the sum of values if they meet certain
criteria (conditional sum). For instance, Excel can be instructed to add all
values in Column H (# observed) in the [Pest Data] spreadsheet, IF
Column B (Location) in the same entry row is “Gallery 210” and,
Column E (Common name of Insect) is “ant” and,
Column K (Month pest was found) is “April” and,
Column L (Year pest was found) is “2020”
Types of total monthly/quarterly/annual counts generated:
Overall pests in all collection areas
Pest categories (i.e. museum vs. non-museum pests)
Individual insect type
Location categories (i.e. galleries, lab vs. storage)
Individual trap location
Mix of these criteria (i.e. Individual pest found per specific location)

Graphs we often generate for quarterly/annual reports:
Total count per month (all collection area)
Total count per month per location
Total museum-pest count per month
Total museum-pest count per month per location
Total individual pest (i.e. springtail) count per month
Comparisons to previous quarter/year

At the beginning of the pandemic, we were curious, probably like many of you,
about how reduced foot traffic may impact pest activity at our institution.
Looking at the data from April to June when the museum was quietest, we
found more pests in 2020 than in 2019.
But the difference actually is not statistically significant, because we added
more traps in 2020 (based on a one-tailed T-test at a 99% confidence level).

In fact when we normalized the data, and by that we mean dismissing data
from the traps placed after June 2019, we found the total counts for the
second quarters of 2019 and 2020 were nearly identical (only varying by just 2
pests).
---ADDITIONAL NOTES:
This could be interpreted to suggest that the pest activity at WAM between
April and June was not dependent on foot traffic. However, it is not so
straightforward, because when we compare the data by individual months, we
saw a larger pest incident in April; close to equal number in May; thena
substantial drop in the monthly total in June 2020 (Δ161).

As for the overall museum-pest incidents, there definitely fewer insects in
2020 than in 2019.
We are not seeing a clear trend from our overall monthly graphs*** and it is
definitely hard to make a definitive cause-and-effect type of conclusion about
the impact to the museum as a whole, especially since we only have one set
of Q2 data for comparison; we had made so many changes to the number of
traps and locations over the year; and have variables like enhanced cleaning
efforts during the period, all influencing the data. (***should I mention that
2020 data is still out of norm because we normally expect to see increase in
pest activity from April to June with warmer temperature, like we did in 2019?
something is happening but we are not sure what)
But perhaps most importantly, we have not observed any pest-related
damages to our collection materials before and throughout the program, and
we are pretty confident that the pest activity at WAM appears to be more
heavily influenced by the porous building envelope and the climate (and this is
something that the IPM team and facilities are tackling first).
----

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Just as the overall pests per month graph, we didn’t find a clear trend in this graph:
there were nearly comparable numbers of incidents in April and May, then a
significant drop in June 2020 (Δ127). We also noted a mix of reductions and
increases, but more reduction across the board in the total incidents for specific
locations and certain pest types per locations during the closure in 2020 versus 2019.

We have applied our IPM data to improve our collections care practices (with
the IPM members and staff staying more vigilant, creating and enforcing new
food and beverages guidelines and the cleaning protocol for collection areas),
and we are using our data to justify prioritizing certain facility projects, like
installing door sweeps and making improvements to the building envelope,
roof and windows, as well as as the designation of an art receiving room.

